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Abstract
Thin walled members are very important part of aircraft structures. These thin walled structures constitute thin
plates fixed on open section beams whose Centroid does not coincide with shear center. The attention here is
focused on open section channel beam subjected to buckling loads. Both rounded closed end and rounded open
flange end are studied where the main variables are thickness of the sheet, radii of the ends. Finite Element
Analysis of these structures for buckling is done using ANSYS .Also, the influences of various shapes and sizes
of the flanges are analyzed to get the critical moments. The results are comparisons between cases and with
classical solutions are included in this paper which leads to the best types of open section beams for thin walled
structures.
Keywords: Thin walled beams, buckling analysis, Finite element analysis

__________________________________________________________________________________

1. Introduction
Marcello pignataro [1] on the basis of the general theory of elastic stability, post buckling analysis of simply
supported channels under uniform compression is performed. M.Ma &o. Huges [2] Energy method is developed
for analyzing the lateral buckling behavior of the monosymmetric I beams subjected to distributed vertical load,
with full allowance for distortion of web. k Magnucki, [4] Thin walled structures where a thin-walled beam is
in pure bending subjected to couples m0. The open cross-section profile has two ribs, with cross-section a0 and
it is shaped symmetrically towards the plane perpendicular to the bending plane. The ribs are located at the
profile ends. The shape of the profile line is searched for. Criterion is the minimal value of the cross-section area
a1 of the beam. The problem in this paper is described by means of variational calculus. While numerical
calculations are performed using runge–kutta method. Krzysztof Magnucki, [5] aimed at searching for the
optimum shape of an open cross-section of a thin-walled beam under strength and stability constraints and
presented it through their paper optimum shape of the open cross-section of a thin-walled. B. W. Schafer [6]
Open cross-section, thin-walled, cold-formed steel columns have at least three competing buckling modes: local,
distortional, and Euler i.e., flexural or flexural-torsional buckling and provided Accurate closed-form methods
for their prediction.. A direct strength method is proposed for column design. Nuno Silvestre [7 Thin-Walled
Channel Columns and Beams which after giving a brief outline of the Generalized Beam Theory (GBT)
fundamentals and linear stability analysis procedure, presented the main concepts and steps involved in the
derivation of GBT -based fully analytical formulae are described and discussed. Xiao-ting [8] lateral torsional
buckling of thin walled channel section beams restrained by metal sheeting when subjected to an uplift load. N.
S. Trahair, [9] simple advanced method of designing steel members against out-of-plane failure. Cheng yu and
Schafer, [10] Simulation of cold-formed steel beams in local and distortional buckling with applications to the
direct strength A nonlinear finite element model is developed to simulate two series of flexural tests Attard
Mario [11] considers the effects of shear deformations. Choi-Ping Poon [12] Jaehong Lee [13] explained Lateral
buckling of thin-walled composite beams with monosymmetric. Tomasz kubiak [14] analysis of local buckling
of thin-walled beam-columns. Krzysztof Magnucki [15] Elastic buckling of selected flanges Of cold-formed
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thin-walled beams. Lei zhang, [16] continued their previous studies related to two representative theories with
slight differences between them, widely used in investigating the flexural-torsional buckling of thin-walled
beams. Foudil Mohria, [17] derived analytical solutions Based on a non-linear stability model, for simply
supported beam-column elements with bi-symmetric I sections under combined bending and axial forces. M.m.
pastor, [18] Experimental study of open thin-walled section beams subjected to pure bending. Ben young [19] in
2008 reported in local buckling and shift of effective Centroid of slender sections that local buckling is a major
consideration in the design of slender sections. E. Magnucka-blandzi [20], reviewed a paper to the buckling and
optimal design of cold-formed thin-walled beams with selected problems where cold-formed thin-walled
channel beams with open or closed flanges. M. M. Pastor, [21] in 2009 continued their work starting from the
set of bending tests of U sections performed. K. Magnucki [22] Poland in the year 2009 devoted a paper to coldformed thin-walled channel beams with open or closed profile of drop flanges. Geometric properties of two csections are described with consideration of warping functions and warping inertia moments. Optimization
criterion and the dimensionless objective function as a quality measure are defined. Constraints of feasible
solutions are strength, global and local buckling conditions and also geometric condition. Analytical solutions of
the problems of global and local buckling for thin-walled beams are presented. P. Borges Dinis, [23] in the
year 2010 along with Dinar Camotim of Department of Civil Engineering, ICIST/IST, Technical University of
Lisbon, Portugal reported a paper on numerical investigation concerning the post-buckling behavior of coldformed steel lipped channel beams, subjected to uniform major axis bending. Jerzy Lewinski [24] deals with
cold-formed thin-walled beams with the Z-, S- and Clothoid-section. Zbigniew kołakowski [25] A plate Model
is adopted for the channel. The structure is assumed to be simply Supported at the ends. Equations of motion of
component plates were obtained from Hamilton's principle taking into account all components of inertia forces.
In the frame of first order nonlinear approximation, the Dynamic problem of modal interactive buckling is
solved by the transition Matrix using the perturbation method and Godunov's orthogonalization, Krzysztof
Magnucki [26] The geometric properties of two types of c sections are described by them, the warping functions
and the inertia moments the theoretical solution of these beams are numerically found using FEM and
experimentally verified. Mariusz Urbaniak [27] Local Dynamic Buckling of C which deals with local dynamic
buckling of thin beams subjected to bending. Various shapes of pulse loading with a duration corresponding to
the fundamental period of vibration were taken into account. Carine Louise Nilsen, [28] studied how Globally,
thin-walled steel sections have been extensively employed as prime load-bearing members. they found that the
behavior of thin-walled steel sections, including local buckling, distortional buckling, global buckling and shear
buckling Lawrence W. Rehfield [29] in their design methodology for buckling of thin-walled laminated
composite beams shoed show buckling by pure bending and by bending- torsion coupled modes can occur and
that transition among modes are governed by structural parameters. Syed Muhammad Ibrahim, [30] observed
The buckling of thin-walled structures is presented using the 1D finite element based refined beam theory
formulation that permits us to obtain N-order expansions for the three displacement fields over the section
domain. Antonin pistek [31] analytical method for limit load capacity Calculation Of thin walled aircraft
structures focused on description and Comparison of different methods for limit load Capacity calculation of
thin walled aircraft Structures M.S.Deepak,[32] used cold formed c and z sections because of their easy
connections but they suffer from certain buckling modes. Here the structural behavior of c channel lipped beams
due to lateral buckling and load carrying capacity is evaluated. Renata Kaspersk [33] Optimization of ColdFormed Thin-Walled Beams with Open Cross Sections Regarding their work which deals with the problem of
optimal design of selected I-type shapes under bending moment. Jung Kwan Seo, [34] paper addresses research
gap in LSBs by reporting the development of web opening modeling techniques based on an equivalent reduced
web thickness concept and a numerical method for predicting the elastic buckling moments of LSBs with
circular web openings. Piotr paczos [35] experimental and numerical (fsm) investigations of Thin-walled beams
with double-box flanges reported.
The proposed subject of analytical and numerical investigations is the continuation of a previous research that
has been conducted in the Department of Aeronautical Engineering, Institute of Aeronautical Engineering.
These investigations will help to improve the current knowledge about the design of thin-walled beams. Finally,
the results of the investigation for thin-walled beams with drop flanges and round flanges will be compared in
this paper.
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2. Thin-walled structures
Three-dimensional structural components in which one dimension is small compared to the other two they
include shells, domes, arches, articulated plates, and membrane-type structures.
Thin-walled structures have a high load-carrying capacity, despite their small thickness. They are widely used
in the construction industry because of their light weight and economy, particularly for long-span floors in
industrial and public buildings and for storage structures for liquids and bulk materials, such as tanks, hoppers,
silos, and coal houses. Thin-walled structures are especially suitable for use in constructing Aircrafts, exhibition
pavilions, concert halls, and sports arenas because the variety of available shapes permits great architectural
expression, the covering of wide areas, and flexibility in the choice of construction materials, including steel,
aluminum, reinforced concrete, and laminated plastic.
The design calculations required to estimate the strength, stability, and vibration of thin-walled structures are
among the most complex problems encountered in structural design. In general, the calculations are limited to
solutions of two-dimensional problems in elasticity or plasticity. Computers have been used to develop methods
of calculation based on design schemes, which predict with sufficient accuracy the actual performance
conditions and characteristics of the structures, for example, the yield of the supporting structure, the presence
of stiffening elements, plastic deformation, variable wall thickness, and the formation of cracks.

Fig 2.1 Thin

cylindrical shell

Fig 2.2 Rough

fig of aircraft fuselage

2.1 Parts of Air Craft Structures
General the structures of most flight vehicles are thin walled structures (shells) or the semi Monocoque type of aircraft
structures. The general function of the aircraft strictures is to resists applied loads (Aerodynamic loads acting on the
wing structure) Provides the aerodynamic shape Protects the contents from the environment. The different parts of the
air craft structures are Skin, Ribs and Frame, Spar, Stiffeners or Stringers.

2.2 Skin
The functions of the skin are that to reacts the applied torsion and shear forces. It also transmits aerodynamic
forces to the longitudinal and transverse supporting members. Skin along with the longitudinal members helps
in resisting the applied bending and axial load and also acts with the transverse members in reacting the hoop, or
circumferential, load when the structure is pressurized.

Fig 2.3 Skin of aircraft

2.3 Ribs and Frame
Ribs and frame are the other important part of the aircraft structure. To provide the structural integration of the
wings and the fuselage of the air craft. These ribs help the wing and fuselage maintain its aerodynamic profile.
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3. Buckling of Thin Walled Structures
In science, buckling is a mathematical instability, leading to a failure mode. Theoretically, buckling is caused by
a bifurcation in the solution to the equations of static equilibrium. In practice, buckling is characterized by a
sudden failure of a structural member subjected to high compressive stress, where the actual compressive stress
at the point of failure is less than the ultimate compressive stresses that the material is capable of withstanding
mathematical analysis of buckling makes use of an axial load eccentricity that introduces a moment, which does
not form part of the primary forces to which the member is subjected. When load is constantly being applied on
a member, such as column, it will ultimately become large enough to cause the member to become unstable.
Further load will cause significant and somewhat unpredictable deformations, possibly leading to complete loss
of load-carrying capacity. The member is said to have buckled, to have deformed.fig 4.2 shows different stages
of buckling.

Fig 3.1 Buckling of the column
The ratio of the effective length of a column to the least radius of gyration of its cross section is called
the slenderness ratio(sometimes expressed with the Greek letter lambda, λ). This ratio affords a means of
classifying columns. Slenderness ratio is important for design considerations.
In 1757, mathematician Leonhard Euler derived a formula that gives the maximum axial load that a long,
slender, ideal column can carry without buckling. An ideal column is one that is perfectly straight,
homogeneous, and free from initial stress. The formula derived by Euler for columns with no consideration for
lateral forces is given below. However, if lateral forces are taken into consideration the value of critical load
remains approximately the same.
(1)
Where: F = maximum or critical force (vertical load on column), E = modulus of elasticity, I = area moment of
inertia, L = unsupported length of column, K = column effective length factor, whose value depends on the
conditions of end support of the column, as follows. For both ends pinned (hinged, free to rotate), K = 1.0. For
both ends fixed, K = 0.50. For one end fixed and the other end pinned, K = 0.699.... For one end fixed and the
other end free to move laterally, K = 2.0. KL is the effective length of the column. The strength of a column may
therefore be increased by distributing the material so as to increase the moment of inertia. This can be done
without increasing the weight of the column by distributing the material as far from the principal axes of the
cross section as possible, while keeping the material thick enough to prevent local buckling. This bears out the
well-known fact that a tubular section is much more efficient than a solid section for column service.
Since the moment of inertia of a surface is its area multiplied by the square of a length called the radius of
gyration, the above formula may be rearranged as follows. Using the Euler formula for hinged ends, and
substituting A·r2 for I, the following formula results. where F/A is the allowable stress of the column, and l / r is
the slenderness ratio.
(2)
The above equation is using to calculate crippling stress due to axial loads, but for pure moment the below
equation can be used.
(3)
Jy and Jz = principal moments of inertia, Jw =warping moment of inertia
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3.1 Flexural-torsional buckling
Occurs in compression members only and it can be described as a combination of bending and twisting of a
member and it must be consider for design purposes, since the shape and cross sections are very critical. This
mostly occurs in channels, structural tees, double-angle shapes, and equal-leg single angles.

3.2 Lateral-torsional buckling
In wide-flange sections, if the compression flange buckles laterally, the cross section will also twist in torsion,
resulting in a failure mode known as lateral-torsional buckling. Typical cross sections requiring check for
torsional and flexural torsional buckling

3.3 Plastic buckling
This lower rigidity reduces the buckling strength of the structure and causes premature buckling. This is the
opposite effect of the plastic bending in beams, which causes late failure relative to the Euler-Bernoulli beam
equation.

3.4 Elastic buckling of thin plates
The flat plate simply supported on all edges and loaded in compression will buckle at an elastic critical stress
p

given by

π

(4)

Fig 3.2 buckling of thin plates

3.5 Lipped channel.
The buckling coefficient K1 for the member having a width of B1 in a lipped channel of the type shown above
is given by

(5)
Where h = B2 / B1, For the member having the width of B2 in the above sketch. Where, t1 and t2 are the
thicknesses of element width B1 and B2 respectively. (Note: normally t1 and t2 will be equal). The computed
values of K2 should not be less than 4.0 or 0.425 as the case may be.

3.6 Plain channel (without lips)
The buckling coefficient K1 for the element of width B1 is given by
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(6)

4. Lateral Buckling Analysis of Open Section C Channel Beam with drop flanges Using
FEA
The beam of the length L, the depth H, and the wall thickness‘t’ are simply supported and carry two equal
moments M0. The beams are simply supported and subject to pure bending state. The critical stresses of local
and global buckling are defined for the beams
Here the behavior of the channel beam with Circular ends under lateral buckling and finding the critical
moment of the beam with change in various parameters such as the length, thickness of the sheet, radius of the
round ends, ratio of breadth and height with the help of finite element analysis.
This is being done to achieve more economical design for relatively light loads that use thin walled structures
in Aero Industry .and also this type of beams can be useful in providing supporting the structure of wings and
fuselage and other parts of the aircraft vehicle.
The geometry of the open section channel beam is as shown in figure 4.6.the channel section consists of web
which is 156.86mm,the flange which varies from 19.6mm to 156.86mm,radius varies from 4mm to
20mm,thickness varying from 0.6mm to 3.14mm.

Fig 4.1 Open Section C Channel Beam with drop flanges

4.1Procedure
The development of the FEA model of the beam requires exact properties of the materials to be used for the
correct representation of the characteristics in order to achieve the desire results. This is done using Ansys
software. At the initial stage we are taking element type of shell 63 having critical's of web 2a as
156.83mm,flange b as 39.21mm ,thickness T 3.14mm ,radius of the circular end R 10mm,length L as 2.8 m. An
isotropic material is adopted having E= 71.7 GPa and ν = 0.3
The ends of the section were fixed and the loads were defined to achieve the solution for problem .the results
were recorded. The process was repeated by varying the length, thickness of the sheet, radius of the Circular
ends, ratio of breadth and height. The results were tabulated and the graphs were plotted for the results.
The results of the buckling analyses of the channel beam with elongated circular ends section for Case 1 the
selected length is 1600 mm and lateral restraints along the two longitudinal edges of web panel, for this the
ratios of flange to web widths (b/a ) is varied from 0.5 to 2. The curve of the circular end channel is plotted
between critical moment and flange to web ratio . As the flange width increases to 156.8 mm, the value of Mcr
reduces to 10779 N-m after reaching its peak value of 24917N-m when the flange to web ratio is 1,starting from
7691.3N-m when b/a ratio is 0.25.while the thickness remains at 3.14mm and the radius of the round end is
7.84mm.
L
m
1.6
1.6

a
mm
78.43
78.43

b
mm
156.8
78.43

R
mm
7.84
7.84

T
mm
3.14
3.14

Mcr
(N-m)
10779
24917
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7.84
7.84
7.84

3.14
3.14
3.14

21990
11479
7691.3

Table 4.1: showing change in critical moment Mcr with change in b/a ratio.

Fig.4.1: showing change in critical moment Mcr with change in b/a ratio
The following are the figures showing each case as tabulated in the above table the figures shown the deformed
under the application of forces to do finite element analysis of the defined problem using Ansys software.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig.4.2: (a) deformed shape l=1.6,a=78.43,b=156.8,R=7.84,t=3.14. (b) Deformed shape l=1.6,a=78.43, b=78.43,
R=7.84, t=3.14 , (c) deformed shape l=1.6,a=78.43,b=39.21,R=7.84, t=3.14.(d) deformed shape l=1.6, a= 78.43,
b=37.21, R=8, t=3.14.

R mm
4
6
8
10

T=3.14 mm
Mcr(N-m)
14714
17057
20396
23978

T=1.6 mm
Mcr (N-m)
6495
7907
9532
11171

T=1.1 mm
Mcr (N-m)
3069.9
3661.5
5136.7
6178

T=0.6 mm
Mcr (N-m)
566.1
649.05
912.44
1017.4

Table 4.2:combined table for the L=1600mm,a=78.43 mm,b=37.23 mm and changing radius and thickness.
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Mcr(N-m)

L=1.6 m,a=78.43 mm,b=37.21mm
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0

T=3.14
T=1.6
T=1.1
T=0.6
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

R (mm)

Fig.4.3: showing change in critical moment Mcr with change in radius and thickness.
The results of the buckling analyses of the channel beam with elongated circular ends section for Case 2 with a
length of 1600 mm and lateral restraints along the two longitudinal edges of web panel for the ratios of flange to
web widths (b/a ) of 0.5. The curve for the circular end channel is plotted for critical moment to radius of the
circular ends. As the radius is changed from 4 mm to 10 mm, the value of Mcr varies from 14714N-m to
23978N-m the thickness is 3.14mm.
A combined table for all values was formed in order to get more clarity with changing the thickness of the
sheet from which the beam is formed and also the graph for this table was formed for the comparison

5. Lateral Buckling Analysis of C Channel Beam with Circular Ends Using FEA
We are studying here the behavior of the channel beam with Circular ends under lateral buckling and finding the
critical moment of the beam with change in various parameters such as the length, thickness of the sheet, radius
of the Circular ends, ratio of breadth and height with the help of finite element analysis.
This is being done to achieve more economical design for relatively light loads that use thin walled structures
in aerospace industry .and also this type of beams can be useful in providing supporting the structure of wings
and fuselage and other parts of the aircraft vehicle.
The geometry of the open section channel beam is as shown in figure 1.the channel section consists of web
which is 156.86mm,the flange which varies from 19.6mm to 156.86mm,radius varies from 4mm to
20mm,thickness varying from 0.6mm to 3.14mm.

Fig. 5.1 Open Section C Channel Beam with Circular Ended flanges

5.1Theoretical calculations for Moment of Inertia of C Channel Section with Circular Ends
Total Moment of Inertia= Moment of Inertia of Flanges + Moment of Inertia of Web
(A) Moment of Inertia of Flanges= Moment of Inertia of Bar + Moment of Inertia of Shell since the flange is of
circular ends type it is divided into two parts that is of the bar and shell
(a)Moment of Inertia of Bar
.
∗ ̅
where ̅ 19.40 &'(
Length of Bar
, & -'. / ,0 0 &'.- 1 ,2 -3 3&(425 ,0 5/-

76.86
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since the length of bar is the distance between the contact point of the bar and the shell and the flange and web.
617 61 3
37.81 1 5 3.14
29.67mm
Now,

.

;.<=∗>. ?

29.67 ∗ 3.14 ∗ 76.86 ∗ 19.405
138950.85@@?
B
. A
C? 1 ( ?
2D 7 1 3

(b)Moment of Inertia of Shell

<?

>. ?

16.28? 1 10?
2 ∗ 3.14 8.14 1 5 29.67 ∗ 70.29
<?
2955.550 540375.619
=543331.169@@?
.
. A 138950.85 543331.169
(c)Moment of Inertia of Flanges
. E
. E 682282.019@@?
(d)Moment of Inertia of Both Flanges= . E 2 ∗ . E 2 ∗ 682282.019
1364564.038@@? .
G

>. ?∗ H>.=

950472.442@@?
(B)Moment of Inertia of Web
. F
here a is taken as the distance
Total Moment of Inertia= Moment of Inertia of Flanges + Moment of Inertia of Web
. I
. F
. E
950472.442@@? 1364564.0384@@? .
2315036.476@@? .
the values of moment of inertia from the ansys are as follows
0.11264K 1 02 , LL 0.12664K 1 03 , MM 0.12530K 1 02 , JL 0.23717K 1 19
JJ
0.0000 , MJ 0.0000 , the values of moment of inertia from the calculations
LM
M.I=2315036.476@@? .
The development of the FEA model of the beam requires exact properties of the materials to be used for the
correct representation of the characteristics in order to achieve the desire results. This is done using Ansys
software. At the initial stage we are taking element type of shell 63 having critical as web 2a as
156.83mm,flange b as 39.21mm ,thickness T 3.14mm ,radius of the circular end R 10mm,length L as 2.8 m. An
isotropic material is adopted having E= 71.7 GPa and ν = 0.3
The ends of the section were fixed and the loads were defined to achieve the solution for problem .the results
were recorded. The process was repeated by varying the length, thickness of the sheet, radius of the Circular
ends, ratio of breadth and height. The results were tabulated and the graphs were plotted for the results.
The results of the bucking analyses of the channel beam with Circular ends section for Case A with a length
of 2800 mm and lateral restraints along the two longitudinal edges of web panel for the ratios of flange to web
widths (b/a ) from 0.5 to 2. The curve for the circular end channel is plotted between critical moment Mcr and
flange to web ratio b/a. As the flange width increases to 156.8 mm, the value of Mcr reduces to 23438 N-m after
reaching its peak value of 46764 N-m when the flange to web ratio is 1,starting from 15221 N-m when b/a ratio
is 0.25.while the thickness remains at 3.14mm.
Lm
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8

a mm
78.43
78.43
78.43
78.43
78.43

b mm
156.8
78.43
39.21
26.14
19.6

R mm
10
10
10
10
10

T mm
3.14
3.14
3.14
3.14
3.14

Mcr( N-m)
23438
46764
31394
20315
15221

Table5.1: showing change in critical moment Mcr with change in b/a ratio.
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Mcr(N-m)

L=2.8m,T=3.14mm,a=78.43mm,R=10mm
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

b/a

Graph5.1: showing change in critical moment Mcr with change in b/a ratio
The following are the figures showing each case as tabulated in the above table the figures on the left side of the
page show the undeformed shape while all the figures on the right side show the deformed and the undeformed
shape under the application of forces to do finite element analysis of the defined problem using Ansys software.
The results of the buckling analyses of the channel beam with Circular ends section for Case B with a length
of 2800 mm and lateral restraints along the two longitudinal edges of web panel for the ratios of flange to web
widths (b/a ) from 0.5. The curve for the circular end channel is plotted between critical moment to radius of the
circular end. As the radius is changed from 5mm to 20mm, the value of Mcr is 61988 N-m when the radius is 20
mm, starting from 13570 N-m when radius is 5 mm. while the thickness is 3.14mm.
L
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8

a
78.43
78.43
78.43
78.43

b
37.81
37.81
37.81
37.81

R
5
10
15
20

T
3.14
3.14
3.14
3.14

Mcr(N-m)
13570
30598
47857
61988

Table5.2: showing change in critical moment Mcr with change in radius of the end ratio.

L=2.8 m,T=3.14mm,a=78.43mm,b=37.81mm
70000

Mcr(N-m)

60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0
0

5

10

15

20

25

R(mm)

Graph5.2: showing change in critical moment Mcr with change in radius
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The following are the figures showing each case as tabulated in the above table the figures on the left side of the
page show the undeformed shape while all the figures on the right side show the deformed and the undeformed
shape under the application of forces to do finite element analysis of the defined problem using Ansys software.
A combined table for all values was formed in order to get more clarity with changing the thickness of the
sheet from which the beam is formed and also the graph for this table was formed for the comparison

T=3.14
Mcr(N-m)
13570
30598
47857
61988

R
5
10
15
20

T=1.6
Mcr(N-m)
6021
12632
17323
20882

T=1.1
Mcr(N-m)
3901
5532
6028
6824

T=0.6
Mcr(N-m)
783.31
903.03
978.03
1116.2

Table5.3: combined table for the L=2800mm,a=78.43,b=39.21and changing radius and thickness.
.

Mcr(N-m)

L=2.8m,a=78.43mm,b=37.81mm
80000
60000
40000
20000
0
0

5

10

15

20

25

R(mm)
Graph 5.3: showing change in critical moment Mcr with change in radius and thickness

5.2Comparative graph of both designs with same thickness and mass
5.2.1 Same Thickness.
λ

T2=0.6
mm

T2=1.1
mm

T2=1.6
mm

7.5
10
12.5
15
17.5

207.69
207.89
207.92
208.26
208.52

1269.5
1270.4
1270.7
1270.2
1269.2

3871.4
3868.2
3867.3
3861.3
3857.9

T2=3.14 T=0.6
mm
mm
Mcr (N-m)
24992
97.243
25454
97.634
25089
98.109
24235
98.33
23438
98.5

T=1.1
mm

T=1.6
mm

T=3.14
mm

577.97
581.71
581.89
582.06
581.9

1698.1
1698.9
1703.5
1702
1701.1

10747
10779
10763
10708
10672

Table 5.4: showing Mcr values of both channels which are having same material physical properties i.e
weight length thickness material
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Comparative graph of both designs

20000

T2=0.6

10000

T2=1.1
T2=1.6

0
0

10

T2=3.14

20

λ

T=0.6

Graph 5.4 Graph showing change in critical moment Mcr with change in λ and thickness
T2 and R2 are the denominations for the c channel with circular ends, T and R are the denominations for c
channel with drop flanges
The comparative study of both designs here is done with material of same thickness. Here the comparative
parameter is taken as the thickness of the material. The comparison suggests that the case two that is open
section C channel section with Circular ends is stronger when compared with same thickness and material of
open section C channel with elongated open circular ends.

5.2.2 Same Mass
λ

Mcr (N-m)@T=3.14 mm

17.5

R2=4
mm
13206

R2=6
mm
17393

R2=7.84
mm
22814

R2=10
mm
28853

R=4
mm
5539.7

R=6
mm
5534.7

R=7.84
mm
5540.2

R=10
mm
5405.8

15

16475

21090

26853

33118

6792.8

6757

6704.6

6458.5

12.5

21673

26784

32735

38828

8755.2

8653.4

8472.7

7865.6

10

30681

36395

42109

47163

12158

11891

11734

9819.5

7.5

48378

54814

59337

61375

18864

18043

16188

12372

Table5.5: showing Mcr values of both channels which are having same material phisycal properties i.e
weight length thickness material
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Comparative graph of for both the cases with constant thickness and
same mass
70000

Mcr (N-m)

60000

R2=4

50000

R2=6

40000

R2=7.84

30000

R2=10

20000

R=4
R=6

10000

R=7.84
0
0

5

10

15

20

R=10

λ

Graph 5.5 Graph showing change in critical moment Mcr with change in λ and thickness
The comparative study of both designs in this section is done is done with material of constant thickness and
same mass with varying lengths of the raw plates. Here the comparative parameter is taken as the radius of the
material. The comparison suggests that the case two that is open section C channel section with Circular ends is
stronger when compared with same thickness and material properties of open section C channel with elongated
open circular ends.

5.3 Mass calculations
Dimensions of the plate are length 1.2m, thickness of the plate 3.14*10 >
Breadth of the plate=2a+b+2πr=(78.43+37.81+2*3.14*7.84)2* 10 > =330.9540*10 >
the volume of the plate v=l8b8t=1.2*3.14*10 > *330.9540*10 > =1.24710*10 > @>
Mass of the plate= density of the plate * volume of the plate
Density of steel plate=2800kg/@>
∴mass of the plate m=2800*1.24710*10 > kg =3.491 kg
Similarly, all the masses for plates of different length were calculated and tabulated below.
Length in mts
Mass in Kgs
2.8
8.147072
2.4
6.983204
2
5.819337
1.6
4.65547
1.2
3.491602
Table 5.3 masses of plates at different lengths
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6. Conclusion:
The behavior of the channel beam with Circular ends under lateral buckling was examined in order to find
critical moment of the beam. The behavior was studied for two types of thin walled C channel beams
Elongated Open Circular Ends, Closed Circular Ends.
This behavior of the beams was examined by changing various parameter involved such as the length,
thickness of the sheet, radius of the Circular ends, ratio of breadth and height with the help of finite element
analysis.
The ends of the section were fixed and the loads were defined to achieve the solution for problem .the results
were copied. The process was repeated by varying the length, thickness of the sheet, radius of the round ends,
ratio of breadth and height. The results were tabulated and the graphs were plotted for the results for both the
beams.
A combined table for all values was formed in order to get more clarity with changing the thickness of the
sheet from which the beam is formed and also the graph for this table was formed for the comparison.
Thin walled C channel sections with elongated open Circular end and closed Circular end are analyzed.
Firstly it was concluded that the more the thickness of the material the more is the maximum critical moment
of the channel section.
Whereas the maximum critical moment of the channel is more when b/a ratio is around 0.5 to 1
The effect of change in radii of the ends was concluded as the radii of the Circular ends also decided the
maximum critical moment in way such that the higher was the value of radius the higher is the maximum critical
moment.
It was also concluded that the the effect of change in length can be neglected since there is negligible change
in the value of maximum critical moment when compared to the other variables
Therefore the above result can be summarized in the mathematical form in the following way
T
OPQ R S , OPQ R Q , OPQ R , OPQ R V
U
Maximum critical moment is proportional to change in thickness and radius directly and it is maximum
with when flange to web ratio is 1.
It is concluded after the comparisons on the grounds of same thickness and mass that the open section c
channel with Circular ends has more strength when compared with open section c channel with elongated open
circular ends.
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